C-KIT 100
(SKU: CRLS-K05FR)

More surface, more output:
optimized for INT & EXT locations

1 . C O N TA I N S
1 x Frame with two C-Reflectors 100x100cm (Diff 1 & Diff 2)
1 x Frame with two C-Reflectors 100x100cm (Diff 3 & Diff 4)
2 x Cordura Speedbags
1 x Cleaning Kit
1 x Manual
Weight of one frame: 15kg / 33lb

2. C-REFLECTORS
PUNCH BLACK

DIFF 1

Hard circular ray of light

SKY BLUE

DIFF 2

Medium circular ray of diffused light

AMBIENT VIOLET

DIFF 3

Soft circular ray of diffused light

SUPER WHITE

DIFF 4

Maximum diffused reflection

Precision manufactured aluminium coated surface, 97% reflectivity (only 3% loss) & 100% color rendering

3. GO OD TO KNOW
The C-Kit 100 has round edges so it’s safe for use in tight
locations. With its heavy duty design you can rig them on
trusses, use them in all weather conditions.
You have 4 holes on the corners for ropes - and the clamp
levers have a special designed C-Friction. When you tighten
the lever to the desired friction they won‘t unscrew. The
corners of the frames are replaceable when sliding them in
and out of the truck they will wear down but the frame will
stay safe!
Please take care to keep the open part of the Speedbag on
the bottom! Otherwise you will ruin the bag when sliding.
The corners are meant to wear down and be replaced.
By purchasing this Kit you can access the L I G HTB R I D G E P R O forum to exchange thoughts with the community.

MOUNTING

VISIT

INFO

Comes with a standard
28mm male spigot.

our YouTube channel or
thelightbridge.com for videos on
how to use the C-Reflectors and
set-ups with the C-KIT 100.

office@thelightbrigde.com
www.thelightbridge.com
0043 660 661 33 88

